
CREATIVE COLLEGE APPLICATION ESSAY PROMPTS

It's that time of year again! Colleges are getting creative with some quirky college application essay prompts and short
answer questions! We've.

Colleges are looking for a sense of maturity and introspectionâ€”pinpoint the transformation and demonstrate
your personal growth. Who would you dedicate your autobiography to and why? Use the college's website and
literature to do your research about programs, professors, and other opportunities that appeal to you. Notre
Dame presents you with a challenge and asks you to face it head on. Every semester, Fastweb helps thousands
of students pay for school by matching them to scholarships, grants, and internships, for which they actually
qualify. Is obesity a weighty issue or an issue of too much weight? You can share anything that you may have
taken the time to learn with prompts from your own experiences in your application essay. Prompt 2: Learning
from obstacles. President Thomas Jefferson. Write an essay somehow inspired by super-huge mustard. Learn
more about Lehigh University. How about these school facts? Admissions officers want to feel connected to
you and an honest, personal statement about who you are draws them in. Admissions officers want insight into
your thought process and the issues you grapple with, so explain how you became aware of the dilemma and
how you tackled solving it. Amongst the schools with the most create assortments were Lehigh University,
Tufts University and Wake Forest, though we've decided to remain sort of impartial and list the schools with
the most creatively candid questions in alphabetical order. Learn more about Tufts University. Learn more
about Yale University. If you are using the Common App to apply for college admission in , you will have â€”
words to respond to ONE of the following prompts: Some students have a background, identity, interest, or
talent that is so meaningful they believe their application would be incomplete without it. It would be helpful
if you asked somebody, who is skilled in writing, to proofread and edit your essay. Juvenile Crime: is 15 the
new 18? Focus on the benefits you took out from the failure you made. You may not be able to find the time to
think about a topic that is going to make your essay application move to the top of the list. Describe a problem
you've solved or a problem you'd like to solve. Why is it so important? More College Essay Topics Individual
schools sometimes require supplemental essays. If none of the ideas we have listed above fit what you have
envisioned, you can find an extensive list of more by looking online. Find this year's Common App writing
prompts and popular essay questions used by individual colleges. There are many interesting routes this one
can takeâ€”do you start in the middle of a sentence? It can be one you've already written, one that responds to
a different prompt, or one of your own design. Tell a story about your family and how they have shaped you
into who you are. Our College Admission Counselors will help you find, apply, and get accepted to your
dream school. Describe the event or accomplishment that shaped you but take care to also show what you
learned or how you changed. This is almost a tightrope of a question, because it asks for a risk, but what is too
risky? Make a collage? Your Name. Your only limitations are the boundaries of this page. If you are interested
in how to write a college essay by yourself, read the article below. For example, you can speak about the
interaction between totally different cultures within one society. Recount a time when you faced a challenge,
setback, or failure. Your essay should hold attention not take time. With the right prompts for your application
essay in mind, the sentences should easily flow out onto the paper. Prompt 6: What captivates you?


